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QUESTION 1

When does terraform apply reflect changes in the cloud environment? 

A. Immediately 

B. However long it takes the resource provider to fulfill the request 

C. After updating the state file 

D. Based on the value provided to the-refresh command line argument 

E. None of the above 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

You have been given requirements to create a security group for a new application. Since your organization
standardizes on Terraform, you want to add this new security group with the fewest number of lines of code. What
feature could you use to iterate over a list of required tcp ports to add to the new security group? 

A. dynamic backend 

B. splat expression 

C. terraform import 

D. dynamic block 

Correct Answer: D 

A dynamic block acts much like a for expression, but produces nested blocks instead of a complex typed value. It
iterates over a given complex value and generates a nested block for each element of that complex value.
https://www.terraform.io/docs/configuration/expressions.html#dynamic-blocks 

 

QUESTION 3

What are the benefits of using Infrastructure as Code? (select five) 

A. Infrastructure as Code is relatively simple to learn and write, regardless of a user\\'s prior experience with developing
code 

B. Infrastructure as Code provides configuration consistency and standardization among deployments 

C. Infrastructure as Code is easily repeatable, allowing the user to reuse code to deploy similar, yet different resources 

D. Infrastructure as Code gives the user the ability to recreate an application\\'s infrastructure for disaster recovery
scenarios 

E. Infrastructure as Code easily replaces development languages such as Go and .Net for application development 



F. Infrastructure as Code allows a user to turn a manual task into a simple, automated deployment (Correct) 

Correct Answer: ACDF 

If you are new to infrastructure as code as a concept, it is the process of managing infrastructure in a file or files rather
than manually configuring resources in a user interface. A resource in this instance is any piece of infrastructure in a
given environment, such as a virtual machine, security group, network interface, etc. At a high level, Terraform allows
operators to use HCL to author files containing definitions of their desired resources on almost any provider (AWS,
GCP, GitHub, Docker, etc) and automates the creation of those resources at the time of application. 

 

QUESTION 4

Terraform can only manage resource dependencies if you set them explicitly with the depends_on argument. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 

"Use the depends_on meta-argument to handle hidden resource or module dependencies that Terraform cannot
automatically infer. You only need to explicitly specify a dependency when a resource or module relies on another
resource\\'s behavior but does not access any of that resource\\'s data in its arguments." 

https://www.terraform.io/language/meta-arguments/depends_on 

 

QUESTION 5

A user has created three workspaces using the command line-prod, dev, and test. The user wants to create a fourth
workspace named stage. Which command will the user execute to accomplish this? 

A. terraform workspace new stage 

B. terraform workspace-new stage 

C. terraform workspace-create stage 

D. terraform workspace create stage 

Correct Answer: A 

The terraform workspace new command is used to create a new workspace. 

https://www.terraform.io/docs/commands/workspace/new.html 

 

QUESTION 6

You have written a terraform IaC script which was working till yesterday , but is giving some vague error from today ,
which you are unable to understand . You want more detailed logs that could potentially help you troubleshoot the issue
, and understand the root cause. What can you do to enable this setting? Please note , you are using terraform OSS. 



A. Terraform OSS can push all its logs to a syslog endpoint. As such, you have to set up the syslog sink, and enable
TF_LOG_PATH env variable to the syslog endpoint and all logs will automatically start streaming. 

B. Detailed logs are not available in terraform OSS, except the crash message. You need to upgrade to terraform
enterprise for this point. 

C. Enable the TF_LOG_PATH to the log sink file location, and logging output will automatically be stored there. 

D. Enable TF_LOG to the log level DEBUG, and then set TF_LOG_PATH to the log sink file location. Terraform debug
logs will be dumped to the sink path, even in terraform OSS. 

Correct Answer: D 

Terraform has detailed logs which can be enabled by setting the TF_LOG environment variable to any value. This will
cause detailed logs to appear on stderr. You can set TF_LOG to one of the log levels TRACE, DEBUG, INFO, WARN or
ERROR to change the verbosity of the logs. TRACE is the most verbose and it is the default if TF_LOG is set to
something other than a log level name. To persist logged output you can set TF_LOG_PATH in order to force the log to
always be appended to a specific file when logging is enabled. Note that even when TF_LOG_PATH is set, TF_LOG
must be set in order for any logging to be enabled. 

 

QUESTION 7

What value does the Terraform Cloud/Terraform Enterprise private module registry provide over the public Terraform
Module Registry? 

A. The ability to share modules with public Terraform users and members of Terraform Enterprise Organizations 

B. The ability to tag modules by version or release 

C. The ability to restrict modules to members of Terraform Cloud or Enterprise organizations 

D. The ability to share modules publicly with any user of Terraform 

Correct Answer: C 

Terraform Cloud\\'s private registry works similarly to the public Terraform Registry and helps you share Terraform
providers and Terraform modules across your organization. It includes support for versioning and a searchable list of
available providers and modules. 

 

QUESTION 8

You do not need to specify every required argument in the backend configuration. Omitting certain arguments may be
desirable to avoid storing secrets, such as access keys, within the main configuration. When some or all of the
arguments are omitted, we call this a _____________. 

A. First Time Configuration 

B. Default Configuration 

C. Changing Configuration 

D. Partial Configuration 



E. Incomplete Configuration 

Correct Answer: D 

You do not need to specify every required argument in the backend configuration. Omitting certain arguments may be
desirable to avoid storing secrets, such as access keys, within the main configuration. When some or all of the
arguments 

are omitted, we call this a partial configuration. 

With a partial configuration, the remaining configuration arguments must be provided as part of the initialization process.
There are several ways to supply the remaining arguments: 

*

 Interactively: Terraform will interactively ask you for the required values, unless interactive input is disabled. Terraform
will not prompt for optional values. 

*

 File: A configuration file may be specified via the init command line. To specify a file, use the-backend-config=PATH
option when running terraform init. If the file contains secrets it may be kept in a secure data store, such as Vault, in
which case it must be downloaded to the local disk before running Terraform. 

*

 Command-line key/value pairs: Key/value pairs can be specified via the init command line. Note that many shells retain
command-line flags in a history file, so this isn\\'t recommended for secrets. To specify a single key/value pair, use the-
backend-config="KEY=VALUE" option when running terraform init.
https://www.terraform.io/docs/backends/config.html#partial-configuration 

 

QUESTION 9

Hanah is writing a terraform configuration with nested modules, there are multiple places where she has to use the
same conditional expression but she wants to avoid repeating the same values or expressions multiple times in the
configuration,. What is a better approach to dealing with this? 

A. Expressions 

B. Local Values 

C. Variables 

D. Functions 

Correct Answer: B 

https://www.terraform.io/docs/configuration/locals.html 

 

QUESTION 10

Which of the following is not an advantage of using infrastructure as code operations? 



A. Self-service infrastructure deployment 

B. Troubleshoot via a Linux diff command 

C. Public cloud console configuration workflows 

D. Modify a count parameter to scale resources 

E. API driven workflows 

Correct Answer: B 

terraform is used to deploy the infrastructure, not to troubleshoot it 

 

QUESTION 11

A provider configuration block is required in every Terraform configuration. Example: 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: B 

Unlike many other objects in the Terraform language, a provider block may be omitted if its contents would otherwise be
empty. Terraform assumes an empty default configuration for any provider that is not explicitly configured.
https://www.terraform.io/language/providers/configuration 

 

QUESTION 12

What is terraform refresh intended to detect? 

A. Terraform configuration code changes 

B. Empty state files 

C. State file drift 

D. Corrupt state files 

Correct Answer: C 

"The terraform refresh command reads the current settings from all managed remote objects and updates the Terraform
state to match. Warning: This command is deprecated, because its default behavior is unsafe if you have misconfigured
credentials for any of your providers. See below for more information and recommended alternatives."
https://www.terraform.io/cli/commands/refresh 
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